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One in a million..
FIL is ultra rare and there are
few people in the world with it,
but I've made
friends with
people living
all over the
world who have FIL
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CHOOSE KIND
Do you want to learn
more about FIL?
Visit our website
www.wonderFILsmiles.com

This brochure has been made by WonderFIL smiles. Our goal is to connect with people
affected by FIL, raise awareness, provide information and support as well as raise
funds and support research into this rare condition.
WonderFIL smiles is a registered nonprofit organization.
Contact us at info@wonderfilsmiles.com

What is
FIL?

FIL is short for
Facial
Infiltrating
Lipomatosis

Born this way
FIL is a very rare
condition that you´re born with,
but you can´t inherit FIL from
your parents or pass it along to
your kids. It happens at
random.

Someone with FIL is
just as friendly,
brave, athletic,
artistic, unique,
smart & wonderful
like everyone else!

Why do you
have one big
cheek & why
don´t the doctors
make it
smaller?

Our bodies are made
up of millions of teeny-tiny
cells and in them there is a
recipe we call DNA. In my body
the DNA in some of the cells in
half my face got a slightly
different message making
it grow more than
it should.

Surgery
often doesn´t work
as it can grow back.
The cells are stubborn
(just like I can be ;) There is
no cure for FIL, but there are
researchers trying to make a
medicine, but those things
take time.

"I know
I can´t change
the way I look.
But maybe, just maybe..
People can change the way
they see.. Then they´ll see
we´re all wonders!"
Quote from the children´s book
"We´re all wonders" by R.J. Palacio

No,
FIL usually doesn´t
cause pain, but it does
make me go to the hospital
more often and living with a
different apperance can be
difficult.

Advice

Does
FIL
hurt?

Don´t stare, say Hi!
If you have a question, just ask.
Don´t treat me differently,
just because I look
a little different.

